Missing in Action

Across

1. Make do
6. Neighbor of Senegal
10. It's a coverup
14. Shady spot
15. Hubbubs
16. Wicked
17. Experts in the field of streams?
19. Take another crack at
20. "8D character partially derived from "The Fly"
21. *Loved well
23. In a fitting way
26. TV's Nessman, famous for the quote "As God is my witness, I thought turkeys could fly!"
27. Divest of
30. River to the Rhine
32. Riata
36. Elba or Ebla
37. Flat board used to smooth concrete
39. Princess' bedmate?
40. Post office's current nightmare
43. In the manner of
44. Aviator
45. Own
46. Kanye and North
48. Gained a lap?
49. Raises
50. Trigram seen four times in the Greek alphabet
52. "Not gonna happen!"
54. *Lower-than-expected profits cause you to lose your shirt
58. *Unaffected after talk with others
62. Rank of nobility in England
63. "Once upon a time" miss with a missing shoe
66. You, once upon a time

67. For short, for short
68. Tibetan humanoids
69. Plaintiff
70. H.S. junior's test
71. He was just wild about Harry

Down

1. "Snug as ____..."
2. Stella ____ cookies
3. Initially off base
4. Disease caused by a lack of niacin
5. Group of traveling entertainers
6. Month following Avril
7. Super Bowl highlights
8. Tolkien offering?
9. 6-time ABA all-star Dan
10. Venerated nun from Calcutta
11. State
12. First American woman in space
13. Trudge
22. Flat and treeless plateau
24. Bookbinders' apprentices
25. Railroad hand
27. "Nonsense!"
28. Practical
29. Indian nobles
31. "I can ___"
33. Verbalize
34. Raise a racket?
35. Getaway destinations
37. Go downhill fast?
38. Dusk, to Donne (I had to steal this clue!)
41. Social class
42. Number feared by triskaidekaphobics
47. Penn pal?
49. Buck and Fonda (typed ver-r-ry carefully)
51. Songwriters' org.
53. Compete
54. Obtains
55. Hawaiian island
56. "Joshua ____"
57. Brothers and sisters
59. ____ Vista
60. Illegal block
61. Bring a shocking end to an attacker?
64. Guild of Kings and Wizards?
65. Gere vehicle